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Atelier Bow Wow, Pet Architecture Guidebook, 2002



Atelier Bow Wow, Pet Architecture Guidebook, 2002



Barrios on the periphery of caracas



Interventions in Favelas



Christiania, Copenhagen, Established 1971



Guerilla Gardening



FREE STANDING STRUCTURE 
 



































prefab paco
schemata architecture office and jo nagasaka 
japan 2009



prefab paco
schemata architecture office and jo nagasaka 
japan 2009



no drama house
jean-pascal flavien

berlin 2009



cellule n°2
absalon
paris 1992



9h nine hour 
capsule hotel
kyoto 2010



Urban parasite living



Parasite ?

something who feeds off a person (or a so called «host»)
(urbandictionnary.com)

parasitism is a type of non-mutual relationship between organisms of different species 
where one organism (the parasite) benefits at the expense of the other (the host).
(en.wikipedia.org)

In biology a parasite is an organism who feeds, shelters and reproduces by establishing a 
long-term interaction with another organism, the host. The Host/Parasite relationship is 
not necessarily bad for the host, it can be a mutually beneficial relationship.
(fr.wikipedia.org)



Urban Parasite ?

No official definition
Contemporary Phenomenon
Alternative ways of considering housing ?

how can we use these different forms of «parasitism» to recon-
sider the way we live in cities today ?



1/ Literal parasite-shaped buildings



Kortknie Stuhlmacher Architecten, Parasite Project



Laura Calder, Parasite Prefab, 2009



Rucksack House, Stefan Eberstadt



2/ Parasites in art and spatial interventions



Archigram, plug in city, 1964



Archigram, plug in city, 1964



Michael Rakowitz, paraSITE



Michael Rakowitz, paraSITE



Raumlabor, Kitchenmonument, 2006-2008



Raumlabor, Kitchenmonument, 2006-2008



Le Cabanon Vertical, Cabanon Vertical, 2002



Le Cabanon Vertical, quartier d’été, 2003



Le Cabanon Vertical, Existenz Minimum, 2004



3/ Parasite as a way of living



Self initiative
adaptable housing
appropriation
invention
community
Self governing
Vernacular
Do It Yourself
civil desobedience
cheap materials
recycled materials
portability
engage social interaction in public space
benefit from the existing
Raise awarness on the existing
small scale interventions
seize opportunities

key concepts drawn from urban parasites



a room for london
julian king architect
london 2012



under heaven 01
leonard van munster
amsterdam 2011



barcelona rock hostel
ugo architecture & design

barcelona 



indy island
adrea zittel
indiana 2010



cloud city
studio lindfors
new york 2008 




